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Soliton Cyber & Analytics Unveils NetAttest LAP One for Easy, Simple and
Affordable Network Access Control

Solution Allows IT Service Providers to Expand Managed Security Offering for Existing
Clients; Open Up New, Underserved Markets; and Increase Revenue.

ChannelPro SMB Forum, Dallas, TX (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Soliton Cyber & Analytics (
www.solitonca.com) announced the availability of NetAttest LAP One (http://solitonca.com/solutions/soliton-
lap-one/) to provide Managed Service Providers (MSPs) with the tools needed to offer flexible and affordable
Network Access Control (NAC) to small- and medium-sized businesses (SMB) without the cost and complexity
of traditional NAC solutions.

NetAttest LAP One provides continuous, live monitoring and complete, real-time visibility into all active
devices on the network. The NetAttest LAP One automatically runs detection upon plugging into a local
network and locates active devices – including Internet of Things (IoT) devices that make businesses more
vulnerable to attack. After mapping devices on the network, the manager can block unauthorized devices,
regardless of location, time-of-day or endpoint type. Contextual access control allows businesses to also enable
access to networks and data for BYOD, guest and new corporate devices without compromising security.
Because NetAttest LAP One does not send any data outside the network, privacy is guaranteed.

“NetAttest LAP One provides a plug-and-play solution that allows Managed Service Providers to deliver easy,
simple and affordable Network Access Control to clients that cannot afford a more complicated solution,” said
Chad Kime, Chief Operating Officer of Soliton Cyber & Analytics. “MSPs can help remote offices and SMBs
without sophisticated IT departments to gain real-time, automated visibility and control over all devices the
instant they access the network without a huge time commitment for set-up or monitoring.”

Network Access Control is Now a Necessity for Many SMBs
There is high demand from SMBs for a Network Access Control service as today’s corporate networks serve a
mobile workforce with a wide variety of traditional and non-traditional endpoints. In addition, industry analysts
indicate that almost 20.4 billion IoT devices will be connected by 2020. Many SMBs already lack visibility into
what devices are accessing corporate resources, and will not even be aware of what those ‘things' are, what they
are doing, who is using them or how they are being used on the network.

“Many people picture security cameras and baby monitors when they talk about IoT devices, but many products
have become web-enabled,” continues Kime. “Unfortunately, when the sales manager plugs in that new Smart
TV into the network or the CFO plugs in that Amazon Echo into her office, they don’t even think to let their
network administrator know – especially if it is a managed service. Security experts recognize that each portal
opened to the network needs to be guarded and Net Attest LAP One makes it simple to recognize and track
every device, even if it doesn’t cross the mind of the typical employee.”

NetAttest LAP One: Easy-to-Implement Network Access Control for Managed Service Providers
MSPs that provide Network Access Control solutions easily increase revenue from existing clients and attract
more business. However, many MSPs have delayed offering NAC services to the SMB market because
previous solutions have been costly and difficult to implement and manage. To maximize profits, network
access control for managed service providers needs to be quick and simple to install, configure and operate.
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“Network Access Control can be an excellent tool to control and restrict access to the network, but because it
was designed for larger organizations with robust IT departments, it is too costly to acquire and too complicated
to deploy for most SMBs or even the smaller satellite offices of larger companies without on-site IT support,”
continues Kime. “MSPs are in an ideal position to extend their offerings and their established expertise to
deliver basic network access control products or services to these smaller clients. NetAttest LAP One is an
affordable go-to-market solution that compliments basic firewall and endpoint solutions and can easily be
pushed out to existing clients to increase client security (and revenue). It can also help MSPs to extend their
portfolio of NAC solutions and the flexibility of their current service packages to attract more business.”

14-Day Free Trial
NetAttest LAP One is available for a 14-day test drive. To request a free trial, visit http://www.solitonca.com or
contact Soliton Sales at sales(at)solitonca(dot)com. Please visit http://solitonca.com/solutions/soliton-lap-
one/try-netattest-lap-one/ for more details.

About Soliton Cyber & Analytics. Headquartered in Long Beach, CA, Soliton creates solutions that make
complex problems simpler to solve. We help you to keep your data safe, protect your network and empower
your employees with simple, easy and affordable solutions. SecureShield provides secure and dependable
browser-based access to on-premise and cloud-based company resources. NetAttest LAP One protects
enterprise networks from unauthorized access without the complexity of traditional Network Access Control.
Our computer behavior monitoring service delivers insights into insider threats and malware-based attacks –
while enabling you to strengthen security governance. Soliton Cyber & Analytics was formed 2016 as a
subsidiary of Soliton Systems, a renowned pioneer in IT security, imaging systems and mobile management
since 1979. http://www.solitonca.com.
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Contact Information
Suzanne Porter-Kuchay
Soliton Cyber & Analytics
http://www.solitonca.com
+1 703-406-2575

Chad Kime
Soliton Cyber & Analytics
http://www.solitonca.com
714-794-7279

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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